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Staying ahead of technology       
trends can keep your business 
competitive, no matter how quickly 
the environment changes. Spotting  
new trends on the horizon - before 
your competitors do - can help your 
company develop successful 
innovation and be the first to bring 
them to market. This type of Blue 
Ocean Strategy thinking can give     
you an edge, but which IT trends are 
currently on the horizon? Here are 
three IT trends to keep your eye on. 
 

IT Consumerization 
 

As social media and digital content 
become a regular part of our lives, 
employees are expecting consumer-
type capabilities in the office, too. 
For example, they want to bring their 
own devices to work and be able to 
plug in with seamless connectivity. 
And, they demand the same user 
experience when videoconferencing 
as when they are watching high-
definition TV at home. 
 

IT consumerization is also causing 
worries about technology expertise 
gaps within businesses. As consumers 
own more gadgets and become more 
adept at using technology in general, 
executives fear their customers' 
technology expertise is exceeding 
their own. 
 

 

Mobility 
 

The 'bring your own device' (BYOD) 
movement is going strong, causing 
workers to want access to company 
information no matter where they 
are. Mobile devices are being used for 
more than communication - they're 
being used for decision support. 
Employees want immediate access to 
critical information from anywhere. 
To keep up with mobile demands, 
businesses will need to consider 
application transformation of legacy 
software. Security will need to be 
revamped to keep company data safe 

as it makes its way from iPad, to 
Blackberry, to Android smartphone. 

 

Predictive Analytics 
 

Analyzing so-called big data is 
becoming a factor in competition, 
from accelerating productivity 
growth to being the first to leverage   
a new innovation and the growing         
 

amounts of data currently being   
used to predict customer needs and  
to design a better marketing mix. 
Instead of using intuition in product 
development and pricing, managers 
can use data analysis and systematic 
reasoning to reduce risks and increase 
profits. 
 

Companies are combining the 
customer data, gathered from 
traditional sources, with social media 
conversations for increased insight. 
Some businesses are even using 
videos and GPS locations to aid in 
their predictions of what customers 
will want next. Using scale-out 
technologies and information 
optimization will be key to keeping 
the cost down for processing huge 
volumes of data. 
 

As you work to keep up with an ever-
changing technological landscape, 

keep these trends in mind with every 
decision you make. No one can be 
100 percent certain of how each of 
these trends play out, but you can bet 
they will have a significant impact on 
your business in the coming months. 
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Why the Fit with Small 

Businesses is Just Right 
 

Office 365 offers a low upfront 

cost because small businesses can 

sign up with a plan that meets 

their exact requirements for a 

predictable monthly fee. This 

option is much more budget-

friendly than setting aside funds 

to purchase new hardware, 

servers, software licenses, and 

CALs for the required server OS 

and Exchange Server - a large 

upfront investment that could 

cost a small business thousands 

of dollars. 

 

The customizable licensing plans 

also fit perfectly with a BYOD 

working environment, as they 

allow employees to install the 

desktop apps on up to five 

devices per user. 

 

Finally, Hosted Exchange is a 

bargain, thanks to Exchange for 

the cloud. While the service used 

to cost about $20-$25 per user per 

month, market pressure for cloud 

services has forced Microsoft to 

redesign Exchange for the cloud. 

Now, companies can get a robust 

Microsoft-hosted Exchange 

Online service for as low as $4 

per person per month. 

 

As you can see, Office 365 offers 

a world of applications and 

services that are becoming more 

affordable for small businesses 

with every iteration. Ask your 

provider how you can customize 

these services to fit your 

organization perfectly, and give 

this powerful suite another look if 

you are still shopping for an IT 

solution. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Why You Need A  

Document Management System 
 

Documents are a part of every business. The bigger the business, the greater 
the complexity and the quantity of the documentation. A few decades back, 
people could only wish for paperless offices. Now, companies can use compu-
ting resources to dispose of paper-based documents. Modern technological 
developments have made it possible even for mid-range and small-scale      
businesses to implement such solutions. Today, a document management   
system (DMS) is essential for every business that wants to increase its          
efficiency and productivity. Here are some of the benefits you will reap if you 
decide to use a document management system. 
 

Direct benefits 
 

No storage issues: In today's world, every square-foot 
of space counts. The perfect answer for this problem is  
a document management system. With a DMS, you can 
store all your documents in a disk no larger than a few 
square inches. 
 

Easier handling: Searching through a huge pile of files and paper can          
be  extremely annoying at times. A DMS makes such a task extremely     
simple. You can access any document you want to without even leaving 
your workstation. In addition, the same file can be viewed by multiple     
people without disrupting your work. 
 

Better search options: Using a DMS, you can greatly reduce the time           

it takes for searching documents. A good DMS allows you to search for      
electronic documents based on the text inside them, something that is not 
possible with your paper-based documents. It also allows you to sort the    
documents under various categories. 
 

Sharing is easy: When dealing with paper documents and microfilms,     
sharing can be quite a tedious task. With a DMS, you can simply share     
copies of the electronic documents with clients or colleagues through emails 
or a network. This saves a lot of money. You should also remember that 
sharing takes place instantly through DMS. 
 

Reduced security concerns: A DMS offers greater control over your         
documents. It allows you to customize settings so that only selected people 
can view certain files. Also, a DMS allows you to track the people who have 
viewed and changed a file. 
 

Disaster management and lost files: Hard copies are prone to damage      
because of fire, floods and other natural disasters. DMS is a great way to   
secure the data against such natural calamities, as it allows you to backup 
your data easily. 
 

Indirect benefits 
 

Apart from those listed above, there are several other benefits of using a DMS. 
Firstly, the return on investment (ROI) is great. The software and the data 
storage options might seem a bit expensive in the beginning, but you can see 
the financial benefits of using a DMS in less than a year. 
 

Switching to a computerized system makes it a lot easier for you to distribute 
information to customers and also reduces your response time significantly.   
In today's competitive business environment, using a DMS is essential if you 
want to stay ahead of the competition. 

 

 



 

Six Easy Ways To Improve Your LinkedIn Profile 
 

LinkedIn is a great social media platform for entrepreneurs, business owners 
and professionals. Unfortunately, your LinkedIn profile may not be helping 
you to create those connections. 
 

So let’s tune yours up with six simple 
steps: 
 

Step 1. Revisit your goals. At its most 
basic level, LinkedIn is about marketing: 
marketing your company yourself. Think 
about your goals and convert your goals 
into keywords, because keywords are 
how people find you on LinkedIn. 
 

Step 2. Layer in your keywords. The headline is a key factor in search 
results, so pick your most important keyword and make sure it appears 
in your headline. Then work through the rest of your profile and 
replace some of the vague descriptions of skills, experience and 
educational background with keywords.  
 

Step 3. Strip out the clutter. The average person has changed jobs six 
to eight times before they reach age 30. Sift through your profile and 
weed out or streamline anything that doesn’t support your business or 
professional goals.  
 

Step 4. Add in some personality. Focusing on keywords and 
eliminating clutter is important, but in the process your individuality 
probably got lost. Now add enthusiasm and flair. Share why you love 
what you do in your profile. Describe what you hope to accomplish. 
People connect with people. 
 

Step 5. Take a good look at your profile photo. A photo is a little like a 

logo. On its own an awesome photo won’t win business, but a bad 
photo can definitely lose business. 
 

Step 6. Get recommendations. Most of us can’t resist reading 
testimonials, even when we know those testimonials were probably 
solicited. So ask for recommendations, and offer to provide 
recommendations before you’re asked. The best way to build great 
connections is to always be the one who gives first. 

 

Top Tech Gadget 

Of  The Month 

 

 

 

 

The WayTools   

TextBlade 
 

When we are surrounded by 

touch-screen mobile devices, 

sometimes we can get a little 

nostalgic for a good old-fashioned 

keyboard. Sure, there are a 

number of apps that make typing 

on a touch-screen easier, but 

tactile feedback is non-existent. 

Or we want to type something 

more substantial than a text 

message or quick email, and we 

don’t want to go through the 

chore of typing it all out on a 

small screen. And then it’s often 

hard to find a wireless keyboard 

that is both practical and truly 

portable. 

 
 
The WayTools TextBlade aims to 

solve these problems. The 

TextBlade offers a fully-featured 

and responsive solution—while 

maximizing portability. Through 

a Bluetooth connection, you can 

sync it up to your favorite 

smartphone or tablet. The lithium 

polymer battery lasts upwards of 

a month with average use, and 

it’s quickly recharged via USB. 

Small but powerful magnets keep 

it held in place when you’re using 

it and when it’s tucked away in 

your pocket. 

 
 
It’s priced at $99 and you can 

find it online at 

www.waytools.com.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XPERTECHS February  

Starbucks Gift Card Winner 
 

If you are a current XperCARE customer, and would like an opportunity 
to be entered in our monthly drawing for a $25 Starbucks gift card start 

filling out the survey you receive 
each time your support ticket is 
closed. We perform the drawing at 
the close-of-business on the last day 
of each month.  
 

Congratulations to our February 

winner, Shawn Wharton, from 

Network Building & Consulting! 

 

http://www.waytools.com


 

 

Windows Server 2003 and 

Exchange 2003 Replacements  

 
MUST Be Made  

By July 14, 2015 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Microsoft has officially announced 

that it will retire all support on the 

Server 2003 operating system on 

July 14, 2015. That means any 

business with this operating system 

still running will be completely 

exposed to serious hacker attacks 

aimed at taking control of your 

network, stealing data, crashing 

your system and inflicting a host   

of other business-crippling 

problems you do NOT want to 

have to deal with. 

 

This is such a serious threat that 

the US Department Of Homeland 

Security has issued an official 

warning to all companies still 

running this operating system 

because firewalls and antivirus 

software will NOT be sufficient to 

completely protect your business 

from malicious attacks or data 

exfiltration. Running Server 2003 

will also put many organizations 

out of compliance. 

 

You can read more about these 

risks on our website by visiting:  

www.XPERTECHS.com/server-

2003-eos   
 

Call XPERTECHS today       

(410) 884-0225, and speak with 

one of our migration experts! 

 

How To Share Files With Microsoft OneDrive 

 

Microsoft OneDrive is a file hosting service that lets users store files in the 
cloud. They can then access  their files with their own devices or through a   
web browser. 
 

OneDrive does well for individual users, but really shines when it comes to      
its business capabilities. The service's OneDrive for Business option lets        
employees collaborate remotely by sharing files and projects with each other. 
Administrators can oversee everything by setting specific guidelines for how 
OneDrive can be used. 
 

 

Using OneDrive to Share Files 
 

1. Open OneDrive. You can do this by clicking on the OneDrive icon 

on your desktop or in your Start menu. 

2. Select the file that you want to share. You can select multiple files or 

folders. 

3. Select the "Share" option. 

4. In the dialogue box, choose the people that you want to share the file 

with by entering their names or email addresses. 

5. Select the permission setting for each person. There are two settings: 

viewing and editing. 

6. By default, an email will be sent to all new invitees. You can create a 

message to be sent in the email. To avoid sending this email, go to 
"Show Options" and uncheck the "Send an Email Invitation" tab. 

7. To see all of the people you are sharing a file with, click the "…          

" button next to the file in question. This is the "More" menu, and it 
opens a hover card with the list of shared users. For large groups of 
users, click "More" at the bottom of the list of names to open a menu 
with the complete list and corresponding permission settings. 

8. To change a person's permission setting, use the above steps to go to 

the complete list of users who have access to the file. Then click on 
the permission setting next to the name of the person. 

 

To stop sharing a file with someone, follow the steps listed above. After       
clicking on the permission setting next to the name of the person, select      
"Stop Sharing." 

 

Bevy Debuts As Robust  

Photo And Video Storage System 
 

Boston based company, Lineage Labs recently 
introduced their photo and video storage    
solution, Bevy, to the marketplace. Photo-
ready devices are everywhere, and your family  
probably already has several of them. This 

also means that your photos and videos are likely stored in many different 
places. Bevy will offer families a service that combines local and private 
storage, as well as online backup.  
 

The Bevy service is meant to be an alternative to cloud storage solutions 
such as iCloud, Google Drive and Dropbox. Bevy is meant to act as a 
shared hard drive in the home, where all family members photos and    
videos will be saved.  
 

The Bevy will include software and 1TB drive and will retail for $349.   
The drive works with SD cards and USB flash drives and software is    
compatible with Mac, Windows and iOS. 
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